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Prepared by – T/Sgt. Francis R. Hickey, from notes by Major DeWitt F. Fields.
February 1, 1944
Colonel Jones and the Executive Officer, Major Bennett, returned today from a visit to XII Air Force
headquarters at Foggia, bringing with them the promotion orders for 20 Officers in the 340th group.
Many of the recommendations for these promotions had been in the mill for several months and some
of the men have given up hope of improving their rank in this vale of tears. But they had reckoned
without “Jonesy.” The same man who called us the “Best Damn Group there is,” and then proceeded to
build us up to that eminence; the man who loosed the latch of the quartermaster depot and trundled out
scores and scores of brand new pyramidal tents when they were supposed to be unobtainable; the
southern gentleman who put replacements in our sick-looking pool of trucks and jeeps – also pulled the
correct string in the promotion game. Morale of officers in the 340th is understandably high tonight.
[No entry for February 2, 1944]
February 3, 1944
There was no mission today, although the group did run one off yesterday. Just past noon 36 of our
planes gave a road junction at Marino a good thumping and returned without loss....Group headquarters
received word from the 12th Air Force that the commissioning of enlisted personnel and flight officers
in the grade of Second Lieutenant would be suspended until further notice. Several unhappy
worthies...We have been in Italian-speaking territory for more than six months now, but our average
man's vocabulary is still pretty well restricted to “bouna,” “Signorina,” and “Mangare,” “si” and
“niente.” Conversationally, everything over here is either “bouna” or “no bouna.” For emphasis the
more vulgar employ a participial form of an obscene four-letter word between the “no” and the
“bouna.” Even the Italian helpers we employ around headquarters use these bastard Italian phrases.
Another popular form is “no bouna for S___.”
[No entry for February 4, 1944]
February 5, 1944
After a day of no combat operations yesterday we sent out two missions today first to the Terni
Marshaling yards where the crews bombed to good effect at 1445 hours, and the second to Orte
marshaling yards. The later mission was recalled by the ground station about an hour after it had taken
off, because of poor weather conditions.
February 6, 1944
An accident today as one of the alternate planes returned to the field cost the lives of five fliers in the
489th squadron. As the 36-plane mission took off to bomb a road junction at Frascati, one of the
alternate planes, piloted by F/O Buell O. Wiltshire of Hemet, Calif., started a landing approach. A

minute or so later, when the co-pilot was at the controls and the pilot's attention distracted, the plane
flew into the turbulent cloud mass and when it broke out it was out of control very close to the ground
and afire. Quite possibly a wing was torn off. Flight Officer Wiltshire and the co-pilot, 2nd Lt. William
J. Capson, were reported to have been tumbled about in the cabin until Witshire fell clear. His
parachute worked, but he suffered bruises and shock, and was also treated for burns. The bodies of
Capson and the rest of the crew were found in the plane, close to Castelmare. The fact that Wiltshire
landed almost next to the aircraft demonstrates the extremely low level from which he was thrown out
or jumped. The dead include 2nd Lt. Roy L Carvel, Bombardier; T/Sgt Frank J. Luczak, radio operator;
S/Sgt. Peter J. Miller, Jr., Turret gunner, and S/Sgt. Carl O. Wellington, Tail Gunner...The mission
against Frascati was fair. Cloud cover also affected the success of a “nickeling” mission in the Atina,
Penne, and Pescara areas, with only a small part of the leaflet load of the three planes actually
dropped....Authority having been grated this group to award its own Purple Hearts, a general order was
published granting nine of our men this decoration for wounds.
[No entry for February 7, 1944]
February 8, 1944
The 340th group had its first mass decoration ceremonies today, as the 489th and 487th squadrons lined
up in fresh uniforms to receive from Colonel Jones and the executive officer the medals and
decorations that had accrued to them in the past few months. Virtually all personnel decorated were
combat crew members and the awards most of them received were Air Medals or clusters thereto. The
day was warm and sunshiny, and so was everyone's disposition, particularly if he had a colorful bar on
his blouse...Two missions were run today against the Germans in Cisterna; and on the Cassino front,
near Pontecorvo, luckier Germans got only a rain of pamphlets. We also hit Cisterna yesterday, as well
as the Viterbo marshaling yard. Results were almost uniformly very good on the five missions.
February 9, 1944
It was the 489th squadron that took to the “spit and polish” today, when Colonel Jones arranged a medal
presentation ceremony for them. Dress-up day overseas are very infrequent, particularly for front line
troops and Air Force personnel at forward airfields. The 340th group has had its collective hair combed
only two or three times since leaving Camp Stoneman, Calif., a year ago...We sent 36 planes against
troop concentrations near Cap D'ell Osteriacchio on the Anzio beachhead about mid-afternoon. We got
a few bombs on the immediate target and many on the approaches. If the enemy is thickly deployed in
that sector, he must have got quite a showering.
[No entries for February 10 or 11, 1944]
February 12, 1944
We lost a ship and crew today over Campoleone on the beachhead. It was piloted by 1st Lt. Joseph W.
Boston, Jr., with 2nd Lt. Charles H. Chandler as co-pilot. Others in the crew were 1st Lt. Robert B.
Alexander, bombardier; S/Sgt. Woodrow Liebe, radioman; S/Sgt. William Issaacowitz, turret gunner,

and S/Sgt. Paul B. Rupert, tail gunner. Hit by accurate heavy caliber flak, the plane was last seen
disabled but under control and heading northwest towards Rome. Although all are missing, it is the
opinion of many combat crewmen that the unlucky crew had time to parachute from the plane. The
bombing of the target – troop concentrations around Campoleone – was excellent, photos
revealed...Today was our first completed mission since February 9, a mission against Lanuvi on
February 10th was turned back by clouds...The organization has received a wire from the commanding
general of the 1st Division, Fifth Army, congratulating the crews for the damage wrought February 9 on
the beachhead.
February 13, 1944
Rougher and rougher. Two of the 340th planes went down in the course of our attack against troops in
the Nemi area on the beachhead front. The beachhead sector is swarming with German anti-aircraft
guns, which, while we are employing our aerial superiority to good advantage, the Germans are using
to their benefit. Ask any of our men what it is like these days in the sky over the beachhead. The
missing planes were piloted by 1st. Lt. Robert C. Bachtell, Postville, Ia., of the 488th squadron, and F/O
Curtis R. Keogh of Lake Park, Minn., of the 487th. Several parachutes were seen issuing from the
disabled planes before they went down. With Lt. Bachtell were 1st Lt. Roy C. Ostrom, co-pilot, Westby,
Wis.,; 1st Lt. John N. Madison, Bombardier, Oakland, Calif., 2nd Lt. Alexander S. Shafran, Navigator,
Brooklyn, N.Y.; T/Sgt. Winburn E. McLaughen, radioman, Chattanooga, Tenn.,; S/Sgt. William J.
Nagle, turrett gunner, Millers Falls, Mass., and S/Sgt. John E. Riley, Channing, Mich. With F/O Keogh
were 2nd Lt. Leslie M. Lewis, co-pilot, Larchwood, La.; 2nd Lt. Cassimir C Klujsza, bombardier,
Brooklyn, N.Y.; T/Sgt. Raymond J. Rosato, radioman, Du Pont, Pa.,; S/Sgt. John J. Weber, turret
gunner, Orange, N.J., and S/Sgt. Delbert A. Click, tail gunner, Parkersburg, W. Va. Pictures revealed
the target area was bombed excellently...In the morning Colonel Jones and the Executive Officer
presented decorations to the air and ground personnel of headquarters. Twenty minutes after the
ceremony almost everybody was back in his “workin” clothes again.
[No entry for February 14, 1944]

February 15, 1944
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The Benedictine abbey at Monte Cassino, which, inhabited for many weeks by German soldiers, and
disastrously blocked the efforts of our ground troops to break through Cassino, was bombed today
something like 16 formations of B-25's, B-17's and B-26's in the greatest concentrated aerial blitz of the
war on so small an objective. Thus, regrettably, was destroyed one of the greatest cultural and religious
shrines of Europe, venerable with 1400 years of fruitful progress in the arts of peace and the cultivation
of spiritual values. Allied press headquarters in a special communique stated the German use of the
shrine as a command post and observation point had already cost too many American and British lives
and that if our forces were to get through to Cassino it would have to be eliminated. And thus the
abbey perished. Is there such a
thing as neutral territory, as
sanctuary as non-combatant, in
a scientific world at war? No.
The allied press for the past
few days has been expressing
contempt and mild horror that
the enemy should be
desecrating the abbey by using
it for military purposes. One
wonders whether this horror
and contempt is an expression
of smugness, or perhaps just
ignorance. Were we in the
enemy's place falling back to
defend Rome there is little
doubt but that we too would
use the installation against the
enemy and feel justified in
doing so. And the press,
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decently lamenting the loss of
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this monument, would devote
columns of space to the valor

of our defenders...American observers of the attacks reported seeing many German troops run from the
abbey buildings during respites from the attacks. People in civilian clothing were also seen escaping or
trying to escape. Reports were also made that the Italian civilians who had sought sanctuary in the
monastery and whom the Allied forces warned yesterday to evacuate, by shooting “leaflet shells” into
the installation, were restrained from leaving the abbey by some of the Germans manning it...On the
German propaganda program tonight “George and Sally” expressed smug horror that the Allies had
bombed the great abbey at Monte Cassino where no German soldier had set foot for some few days.
American and British listeners, presumably, were left to cogitate on the depravity of their military
commanders...The 340th ran two missions yesterday, bombing the Perugia marshaling yards very
successfully, and showering leaflets down in the Chieti and Manopello areas...Major Louis F. Keller,
group operations officer, has been awarded the Distinguished Flying Cross for skillful handling of a
bail-out situation just over the bomb line on the Fifth Army front in mid-January. The plane was badly
shot up in the target vicinity, but Major Keller managed to get everybody to jump safely on the right
side of the bomb line.

The Abbey at Monte Cassino after the Bombing Photo: Bundesarchiv

February 16, 1944
The time for inspectors and inspecting is once more on us. Inspectors of transportation arrived today
and will spend a few days looking at our vehicles, talking to our transportation officers and checking
maintenance practices. Coincident with their arrival was that of some communications inspectors. Our
early impression is that these inspections are definitely constructive in nature. We are told not to hope
too fervently for replacement vehicles, since we have about sixth priority in this theater, the newly
organized 15th Air Force (heavy bombers) ranking us out of equipment. Until the units in that
command are equipped to 12th Air Force level, little will come our way. Operationally, the 340th busied
itself tackling German troop concentrations eight miles southwest of Rome. Frags were used, and
results were fair.
[No entry for February 18, 1944]
February 19, 1944
Flux these days. A flux of gunner replacements coming in – some of them experienced – and a flux of
papers going through the administrative mills requesting the relief of “old” combat crewmen. From the
administrative inspectors we learn the 12th Bomber command is to be re-designated the 57th
Bombardment Wing. However, we won't have the usual difficulties attending a change in higher
headquarters, because the 57th will have the same personnel and policies...Yesterday the group went
over to hit those troops southwest of Rome again, but had to return because of cloud coverage. Today
we ran two 24-plane missions against the supply dumps of Carroceto. Using frags, the crews obtained
good results. The 321st group caught hell today over the same target. Though the 340th went in with
them at the same time, both in the morning and in the afternoon, we got off scott-free while the 321st
almost got flakked out of the sky. They lost five planes, three of which went down in the beachhead
vicinity. One crash landed at the home base and one crash landed at our base, the crew getting out
unhurt a few seconds before the plane caught fire and burned to a cinder, virtually.
February 20, 1944
All but three men of the crews shot down February 13 over the beachhead are safe, and most of them
have already returned to the base. Still missing at T/Sgt. Raymond J. Rasato and S/Sgt. John J. Weber
of the 487th plane and S/Sgt. John E. Riley of the 488th plane. Riley was last seen in the sea after
jumping safely from the falling bomber. A destroyer was reported by the survivors to have been headed
in his direction, but it would appear he was not rescued. The other two men are thought to have
jumped before their plane went down in the sea, but it is not perfectly clear that this is so. According to
the pilot, F/O Keogh, Sgt. Resato conducted himself with creditable gallantry in the crisis, crawling
over the burning bomb bay to notify those forward of the fire there, and then back to his station to jump
with the others...Two missions went out today with frags to bomb the dumps at Carroceto. The first
mission bombed well, but the second had to return because of cloud cover...We have a pilot shortage,
and the frequency of the missions and their fast pace are tiring the ones we do have. There is one
consolation in the situation however: the more missions they fly the closer they come to their relief
from combat duty and probable rotation home...The group photo section received the congratulations of
their “higher ups” today for getting the pictures of our bombing of Cassino out in a hurry to the public
relations office in Casserta. Our photos were wirephotoed to London and New York before those of the
heavy bombers.

[No entry for February 21, 1944]
February 22, 1944
Down the streets of San Giuseppe yesterday afternoon moved a procession of great misery. Some five
or six children, all around five and six years of age, who were killed almost instantly when an
undiscovered mine they were playing with in a ditch exploded, were buried in the local cemetery. At
the head of the procession walked the altar boys, the village priest and his assistants; behind them
rolled the gloomy spindly funeral coach pulled by six large black horses. In the rear of this slowly
moving carriage, which contained all the remains of the little victims, their dazed, half hysterical
fathers trudged. When did one ever see more piteous faces?..The boys we send to Capri are supposed
to go there for a rest, but few of them do much relaxing once they start for Naples and the boat. S/Sgt.
Sylvester Kepp of Elmhurst, Ill., the statistical clerk, who reported in from the beautiful “island of the
sun” yesterday, is still in bed today recuperating – that is, if he hasn't actually expired yet...We sent a
mission out today to bomb Foligno marshaling yards, and results were shown by the photos to be fair.
One pilot, 2dn Lt. Wilbur E. Somers, was seriously injured by flak. We also ran a nickeling mission in
the Atina and Pontecorvo sectors. It was the second time in two days we had been to Pontecorvo
spitballing.
February 23, 1944

Actor Sterling Holloway

We lost another pilot. Lt. Somers died a few hours after being
taken from his ship following the Foligno mission...Captain
Shulte, a former coach of the ends on the Pittsburgh football
teams of Dr. Jock Sutherland, is now lecturing our combat
crewmen on enemy aircraft identification. From his
headquarters in North Africa he goes out to units all over the
Mediterranean theater and puts across in good style his own
variation of the Renshaw identification system...The boys in
the 340th are still talking about the bright, fast-moving G.I.
variety show, “Hey, Rookie!” put on last night by one of the
traveling troupes. Sterling Holloway the movie comedian, was
one of the stars. Before the man pointed his finger at Holloway
the comic was making several thousand dollars a year; now he's
another fellow with three stripes on his arm.

February 24, 1944
Two Paramount cameramen checked in to headquarters today with their newsreel equipment, Mr. Lou
Cass of Paramount, U.S.A., and Mr. Jim Wright of Paramount British. They told our astonished –
mildly, at least – operations and intelligence officers a big aerial blitz on the town of Cassino was
coming off shortly and that they had been sent up to get pictures of the show. It was news to our staff –
they hadn't heard a word of the operation, but they grinned and said, “Sure, you can come along. You
seem to know more about the mission than we do anyway.” Cass wants to shoot takeoffs and landings,
crews being briefed and crews coming out of the briefing room, closeups of the art work on the
Mitchells, and some closeups of the ships over the target toggling out their bombs. People back home
in the theaters will take the montage for “the Cassino show,” he says, even though the target being
bombed may be another objective...Cowtown Avenger, the plane Major Robert M. Hackney, C.O. of
the 486th Squadron, brought over from the States, has hit the 100 mission mark, the first Original
airplane to do so. The regular ground crew of the plane and the crew who flew it on the hundredth
mission were photographed beside it, and group public relations will send out prints of the picture to
the papers at home...The airdrome at Fabrica di Roma was the target for our demolition bombs today,
24 ships hitting the objective at ten minutes past noon. Frags were also used, and returning crewmen
said they covered the target very well. Down flak alley at Pontecorvo we sent a three ship mission with
leaflets.

The Cowtown Avenger at 91 Missions. Crew: (L to R Top Row) Sgt.
Hart, Crew Chief; Duane Glode, Pilot. Others unidentified Kneeling:
Unidentified, Delbert Gibson, Navigator/Bombardier; Wayne Hartsack,
Co-pilot

February 25, 1944
The air onslaught against Cassino has been temporarily canceled, but the newsreel men will stay on
with us. They should be able to get a considerable amount of background material if the blitz is held
off for a few days...There were sprinkles of rain today. No combat missions were flown
[No entry for February 26, 1944]
February 26, 1944
The rain pelted down yesterday canceling our operation...Today T/Sgt. Wyland [Ralph E. Wyland],
section chief in group intelligence, and T/Sgt. Hickey [Frank R. Hickey], public relations and historical
clerk, got out a supplement to the “Avengers' Argus” which leaned heavily on the lighter side of life at
a forward airfield. The usual innuendos about scandalous conduct were also evident in the sheet.
When we were training in the States the group had a similar paper, published weekly, called “Flak,”
and in keeping with its name it peppered many an individual. Today's supplement was brightened with
cartoons by Sgt. Greg C. Moore of the 487th an original Flak contributor. Other art work and features
of the paper were supplied by the Camp Newspaper service, and enterprise conducted in the United
States to supply material to army newspapers of camps and organizations both in the U.S. And
overseas.
February 28, 1944
Poor visibility was largely blamed by our crews today for a poor mission. The target was one of the
Canino landing grounds; it was hit by 18 of our aircraft with fragmentation and demolition bombs.
Perhaps “hit” is too euphemistic a verb; the truth is the bombardiers didn't come too close to the field
and installations.
February 29, 1944
Mission today against German troops in Cisterna, with frags and demos again. This time the crews
made up for past failures, 42 tons being rained down very accurately. “Jonsey” is bringing the ole
three-four-oh along very nicely. End of another month of war.

